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ABSTRACT

MEASUREMENT OF HYPERFINE COUPLING CONSTANTS
OF THE S d ^ a AND 5d2DSfl LEVELS IN ATOMIC CESIUM
USING POLARIZATION QUANTUM BEAT SPECTROSCOPY

WoYei

Old Dominion University, 1995
Director: Dr. Mark D. Havey

Accurate measurements of hyperfine constants have revealed effects that can
not be explained by a simple hydrogenic picture of the alkali atoms such as
cesium [1-3]. More precise experimental results and theoretical treatments are
in demand for the alkali elements, especially for atomic cesium because of its
wide range of applications. Therefore, it is essential to understand its atomic and
nuclear structure. Precision measurement of its excited-states properties such
as hyperfine structure provides global information on nuclear charge and current
distributions and also serves as a check to the theory and a calibration of
calculated excited state wave functions. Accurate wave functions are important
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in many applications, including the analysis of atomic parity-violation
experiments [4].
In this experiment, a pump-delayed-probe method based on quantum beat
spectroscopy has been used. Cesium atoms are prepared by a short, resonant
light pulse ( the pump) in a superposition of excited hyperfine levels ( 5d2D1/2 or
5d2DS/2) through an electric quadrupole transition. The system evolves in time
according to the Schrodinger equation with the coherence due to the unresolved
hyperfine structure in the excited states. After a certain delay time, the second
pulse (the probe) probes the system from the excited states to the final state
(12p2P3/2), the fluorescence from the final state to the ground state (6s2S]/2) is
monitored and polarization spectra are measured.

From the measured beat

frequencies the magnetic dipole coupling constant a and electric quadrupole
coupling constant b are obtained : a = -21.22(1) MHz; b = 0.16(15) MHz for
5d2D5/2 level and a = 48.80(3) M H z ; b = 0.12(30) MHz for 5d2D3/2 level.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

Atomic hyperfine structure, which originates from the electron-nucleus
interaction, plays a very important role in atomic spectroscopy. To precisely
understand hyperfine structure, it is essential to have a comprehensive and
accurate atomic theory. Experimental measurements on the other hand, also test
the ability to accurately calculate atomic wave functions. In fact, hyperfine
structure measurements have long been a very useful tool for providing nuclear
and atomic data which can be compared with
hyperfine structure.

theoretical parameters of

It is the comparison that serves as one of the most

stringent tests of atomic wave functions near the nucleus. In particular, it is one
of the best ways to explore the relativistic, core polarization, and correlation
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effects of the electrons, which are sources of difficulty in accurate atomic
structure calculations [5].
Alkali elements have been extensively studied both theoretically and
experimentally, because the atoms, having a single valence electron outside a
core of closed shells, is relatively simple in atomic structure and their wave
functions are less difficult to calculate. Among those alkali elements, atomic
cesium

attracts more attention because of its wide range of applications

including laser cooling [6], atomic clocks [7], and tests of parity violation [8].
Therefore, it is clear that precision measurements of hyperfine structure in
atomic cesium give a quantitative and useful test of the theoretical calculations.
The hyperfine structure of the excited n2Pj and n2Dj states in atomic cesium
has been studied using various methods including level crossing spectroscopy,
optical double resonance, and a magnetic field decoupling method [9]. The most
recent hyperfine coupling constants measurements on atomic cesium 6d2D5/2
using double photon excitation method is reported by Georgiades et a l [10].
In this experiment, hyperfine structure of the 6d2D5/2 level is determined with
1% accuracy. The atomic cesium is confined and cooled in a magneto-optical
trap. The uncertainty of the experiment results is about 25 times smaller than
that of the previous measurement of the same level.
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Table 1 lists some of the previous measurement results of the coupling
constants of 2Sj5 2Pj, 2Dj and 2Fj levels of 133Cs. A portion of the list in Table
1 has been summarized before by E. Arimondo et at, [3].
A two-photon excitation method is commonly used in the previous
measurements. The best absolute uncertainty of 0.01 MHz is reported by Sagle
et al. [9] in the measurement of the coupling constants of 8d2D3/2, 9d2D3/2 and
10d2D3/2 levels of atomic cesium using a pulsed YAG laser.
The best relative precision of the results of the excited states, 0.005% in
magnetic dipole coupling constant a and less than 4% in electric quadrupole
coupling constant b, is reported by Tanner et al. [5] in the measurement of
6p2P3/2 level. The results are, respectively, a factor of 20 and 13 more precise in
a and b than previous measurements. The frequency stabilized diode laser used
in their experiment has a linewidth of 20 KHz.
Almost every measurement listed in table 1 is a repeat of earlier measurement
except for the 5d2D5/2 level, which has only been measured by Lam [11] using
double cascade fluorescence spectroscopy method in 1975. The reason that the
first excited 2Dj states are difficult to measure is that the wavelength of the usual
two-photon excitation falls in the infrared range and so does the cascade
fluorescence from the first excited 2Dj to 2Pj transition. This makes both
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Table 1
Results of some of the previous measurements on 133Cs.
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State

a
(MHz)

5d2D5/2

±22.2(5)

5^512

<0.7

6 s2S1/2

6p2^3/2

2289.1579425

50.275(3)

b
(MHz)

—

—

—

-0.53(2)

6d2D3/2

16.30(15)

<±8

62D5/2

-4.69(4)

0.18(73)

8d2D3/2

3.95(1)

—

9d2D3/2

2.38(1)

—

10d2D3/2

1.54(2)

—

Reference

Lam, 1975, [11]
Svanberg et al.,
1973, [3]
Hiihermann
et al., 1968, [3]
E. Tanner &
Wieman,
1988, [5]
Tai et al.,
1975, [3]
Georgiades,
et al., 1994, [10]
J. Sagle &
W. A. Van
Wiingaarden,
1991, [9]
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excitation and detection very difficult. In fact, a similar problem occurs in other
alkali atoms such as rubidium and potassium.
Besides the double cascade fluorescence spectroscopy method,

the

polarization quantum beat spectroscopy described in this dissertation below, can
avoid this problem and many others and make the precise hyperfine structure
measurement of the first excited 2D} states feasible.

B. Polarization Quantum Beat Spectroscopy

The quantum beat spectroscopy, which originates from a quantum interference
effect of unresolved structure, is one of the most powerful methods to measure
small energy differences between closely spaced states.

Many detection

methods, such as double cascade fluorescence spectroscopy method [11] and
two-photon spectroscopy method [12], are based on quantum beat theory.
The polarization quantum best spectroscopy used in this research is a
modification of an approach employed by Ducas et al [13] and by W. Lange
and J. Mlynek [14]. The pump-delayed-probe technique, with measurement of
the linear polarization degree (which is a ratio of fluorescence intensities),
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isolates the quantum interference pattern from the large background of
exponential decay signal found in conventional quantum beat spectroscopy.
Another advantage of the method is that systematic error due to laser power
drifting is minimized by measuring the ratio of intensities.
We earlier applied a similar method to measure the hyperfine coupling
constants of the 3p2P3/2 level of atomic sodium and the results are the most
precise of many other measurements on this level [15].
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Subnatural Linewidth Spectroscopy

Resolution of experimentally obtained spectra is limited by various kinds of
line broadening processes, such as Doppler broadening, collision broadening,
transit-time broadening, and the natural linewidth caused by spontaneous decay.
O f these, the natural linewidth set by the uncertainty principle, is usually the
most difficult one to reduce. There are several ways to overcome this difficulty
and obtain subnatural linewidth spectra. The most commonly used methods
include quantum beat spectroscopy, nonlinear spectroscopy and time-biased
coherent spectroscopy such as the Ramsey interference method [16]. The
common

feature of the different methods is based on coherent effects in

fluorescence, such as the Hanle effect or level crossing.
The theory of quantum beats can be demonstrated by considering a simple
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atomic system with ground state g and an excited state e of two sublevels |1)
and 12 ) , and being irradiated by a short resonant pulse of light.
Figure 1 shows this excitation process and the intensity of the decay signal as
a function of time. If the light pulse has a frequency v corresponding to the
atomic transition, and a duration bt much shorter than the inverse of the angular
frequency splitting | co2-oo3j"1 and the spontaneous emission lifetime x of the
excited state, then the sublevels |1) and |2) can be excited simultaneously. If
the bandwidth of the pulse A is much larger than the spectral width of the
hyperfine manifold v 12, a coherent superposition evolving in time with the wave
function shown below is created.

|I|r(0)=[C1(0e""1'|l>+C2(0e""2'|2>]e -"2'

(2-1)

Here Cj(t) and C2(t) are the time dependent probability amplitudes, o)x and
co2 are the angular frequencies associated with levels |1) and |2). The decay rate
for the two levels is assumed to be the same. The wave function evolves freely
following the excitation, and the intensity I of fluorescence decay to a particular
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Figure 1
Illustration of quantum beat theory.
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final state |f)

is proportional to

the modified transition matrix element

(f| V|i[r(t)) where F is the dipole interaction Hamiltonian responsible for coupling
to final state [16]. We have:

/ ( 0 ~ \V \2( l -COSO02lt)e ~th

(2-2)

where oo21 =oo2-(»)1 is the frequency difference or quantum beat frequency.
Equation (2-2) shows the basic idea of conventional quantum-beat
experiments.

In this dissertation research a polarization quantum beat

spectroscopy method is used, where the system is excited into a coherent
superposition of hyperfine levels of the interested excited levels, and then the
time evolution of the coherence is monitored by means of stimulated transitions
where the second light pulse probes the system to some higher excited state.
The quantum beats are obtained by measuring the linear polarization as a
function of the time delay between exciting (pump) and probing light pulses.
The first quantum beat experiment using this absorption method was performed
by Ducas et al. [13] in 1975, who demonstrated the technique by measuring
the hyperfine splitting of the 3p2P1/2 level in atomic sodium.
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B. Basic Concept of Hyperfine Interactions

Spectra due to the hyperfine interactions were observed long before physicists
could explain that of atomic fine structure. Pauli, in 1924, was the first one who
suggested that atomic hyperfine structure could be explained by the interaction
between atomic electrons and the magnetic moment of the nucleus. It is
interesting that this suggestion was prior to the famous Schrodinger equation,
introduced in 1926. The concept of hyperfine interaction using a full quantum
treatment developed rapidly after the concept of wave nature of particles by de
Broglie and the development of Schrodinger equation [17]. The calculation of
the nuclear magnetic moment of cesium from a study of its hyperfine structure
was first done by Jackson in 1928 [18].
Besides the most important Coulomb interaction, all other interaction between
a nucleus and the electrons are classified as hyperfine interactions. Among these
interactions, the most important ones are the magnetic dipole interaction due to
the nuclear magnetic dipole moment and an electric quadrupole interaction due
to the departure from a spherical electric charge distribution in the nucleus.
Higher order interactions such as magnetic octupole and electric hexadecapole
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interactions, which have been described by Lindgren and Rosen [19], are
usually neglected in the consideration of an experiment.

C. Hyperfine Interaction Hamiltonian and Coupling Constants

In this section, we the review quantum theory of hyperfine interaction and
define the coupling constants normally measured.
Starting from the reduced Dirac equation [20]:

(2-3)

k =2

me2

(2-4)

E'+2mc2- q §

E '= E -m c2

(2-5)

where xj/u is the large component wave function for the single electron, o are
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Pauli spin matrices, A and (j> are the vector and scalar potentials, p is the
momentum operator, q and m are the electric charge and mass of the electron.
The terms containing the vector potential A in the right hand side of
equation (2-3) represent the magnetic hyperfine interaction. Expanding those
terms and neglecting quadratic terms in A, as a first order approximation, we can
rewrite this part of Hamiltonian as:

magnetic

• /

(2-6)

with (I, representing nuclear magnetic dipole m om ent:

(2-7)

and B , the magnetic field produced by the electron at the position of nucleus :

(2-8)
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where L and S are the electronic orbital angular momentum and spin operators,
and r the vector position of the electron. The first term in the right hand side of
equation (2-8) comes from the magnetic field created at the nuclear position by
electronic orbital motion. The

second term describes the magnetic field

produced at the position of nucleus by electronic spin through a dipole
interaction. The last term, also called the Fermi contact term, originates in a pure
quantum effect and has no classical picture [20].
The electric hyperfine interaction can be characterized by the nuclear
quadrupole interaction with the electric field gradient produced at the nucleus
position by the valence electron. This can be easily seen through the expansion
of the potential energy term q<$>in the Dirac equation, expressed in equation (23). U represents the electrostatic interaction between a single electron and a
nucleus.

Figure 2 shows the coordinate system of the interaction between the single
electron and the nucleus. The origin is located at the center of mass of the
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Figure 2
Coordinate system of electron-nucleus interaction.
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nucleus containing Z protons. Here re and rp are position vectors for the electron
and the p\h proton. Expanding the right hand side of equation (2-7) in terms of
spherical harmonics, we have:

U=— ^ - ( - ^ - ) m— Y®(Q ) T
47ie0 2/+1

rw

lY®(Q )
2/+1

'

p

(2-10)

where subscript e and p stand for electron and proton.
When / = 0, US = (l/47t€0) Ze2/re , representing Coulomb interaction of
electron with the spherical part of the nuclear charge distribution. It produces
an overall shift to all levels for a given configuration, and so is excluded from the
hyperfine Hamiltonian under discussion. The term with 1=1 vanishes due to
zero nuclear electric dipole moment, which is an odd operator.
The term with / = 2 in equation (2-10) comes from the nuclear electric
quadrupole interaction and may be represented by the product of two second
rank tensor operators. The electric hexadecapole interaction (1 = 3 ) and higher
order terms are neglected.
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Combining equation (2-6) and (2-10), the hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian
H hfs can be written as follows [3]:

H h f= j l R(-k)'M {k)
k=1

where R {k) and

(2-n )

are spherical tensor operators of rank k, representing

respectively the electronic and nuclear part of the interaction.
Terms with k = 1 describes magnetic dipole interaction:

4tc

r3 r3

r2

3 r2

( 12)

(2-13)

where the first rank tensor operator R w is the magnetic field created at the
nucleus position by the single valence electron,

is the nuclear magnetic

moment.
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Terms with k = 2 represent the electric quadrupole interaction:

4ne0r 3 5

m

(2)= -

(irf>

2 7(2/-1)

(2-14)

(2-15)

where / is the nuclear spin operator and the scalar, Q, the nuclear quadrupole
moment. The second rank spherical tensor operator R {2) is the electric field
gradient created by the single electron at the position of the nucleus.
The eigenstates of the hyperfine interaction are usually defined as \J,I,F,mf\
where F, the total angular momentum F = I + J , is a good quantum number
since 7 is a good quantum number in the first approximation [3] of neglecting the
off-diagonal hyperfine interactions, and I is always a good quantum number.
Using the above described eigenstates and the hyperfine structure Hamiltonian
summarized in equation (2-11), we can express the hyperfine coupling constants
and energy levels in terms of these coupling constants:
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is the magnetic dipole coupling constant and

,

1 e 2 27-1

b= ------------------h 47re0 2 J + 2

(2 - 17 )

the electric quadrupole coupling constant. The expectation value (r'3)nI is
approximately given by:

Z?Z '

(2-18)

«03h *3( / +| ) / ( M )

where Z0 is the net charge of ion around which the single electron moves and Z'
the effective nuclear charge, n* the effective principal quantum number,
/ (^ 1) the electronic orbital angular momentum quantum number and a0 the
Bohr radius. The above expression is a nonrelativistic approximation which is
obtained from n* scaled hydrogenic wave functions.
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The effective electric field for an optical electron at large distances becomes the
Coulomb field -Z0e2 / r , and at small distances can be approximated by the
Coulomb field -Z'e2 / r. An estimation by Sobelman [21] of the relative time
spent by the electron in the Coulomb field of large or small distances gives the
result in equation (2-18). The effective principal quantum number n* can be
determined experimentally using known values of the energy terms. For a p
electron Z' ~ Z - 4 and for d electron Z1 ~ Z - 11. The correction due to
relativistic effects, finite extent of charge and magnetic dipole distribution of the
nucleus can also be included in the approximation and are often found to be
negligible [9].
The signs of hyperfine coupling constants defined above can not be determined
by using equation (2-16), (2-17) and (2-18). A decoupling experiment can be
conducted to determine the signs of coupling constants a and b [11].
From previous results, the expression

with K -F (F +1)-!(!+1)-J(J+1) describes the hyperfine energy levels.
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Table 2 lists hyperfine frequencies VFF. in terms of coupling constants a and
b of 5d2Dj levels. The tables are symmetric about the diagonal zeros. Values for
a and b, estimated using equation (2-16), (2-17) and (2-18) are also listed.

D. Time Evolution of Tensor Multipole Moments

Hyperfine coupling strength, characterized by the coupling constants, is
reflected in the time evolution of the excited states of interest. Specifically, time
evolution of the alignment and orientation created initially in the excited states
provides direct measure of the excited state hyperfine structure. The definition
of alignment and orientation are given later in this section. By measuring time
evolution of the created multipole moments, we can experimentally determine
the hyperfine interaction coupling constants.
Initially, the free atom is prepared in the excited state by a short pulse, then the
system evolves with time according full time dependent Schrodinger equation:

ih ^ H *
dt

(2 ‘2 0 )
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Table 2
Hyperfine frequencies of 5d2Dj levels of 133Cs.
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5d D 3/2 tevel:

q.

^ 0; b ^ 0

V pip — V ppi

F=2
F'=2

3

0

4

5

3a +0.6b

6a+1.66

0

3

-

0

4a+1.06

9a+2.6b

4

-

-

0

5a+1.6b

5

-

-

-

0

Estimated values: a = 21.2 MHz; b = 0.05 MHz

5d D<j^2 level: ci ^ 0; b ^ 0

V p»p — V pp»

F=1

2

3

4

5

6

F '= l

0

|2a+ 0.46|

|5a+1.16|

0

0

0

2

-

0

| 3fl+0.761

|7a+ 1.96|

0

0

3

-

-

0

|4a+ 1.26|

|9a+ 3.06|

0

4

-

-

-

0

|5a+ 1.86|

|llfl+ 4.46|

5

-

-

-

--

0

| 6a+2.661

6

-

-

--

--

-

0

Estimated values:

| a | = 9 . 0 MHz ; b = 0.07 MHz
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where H is the total Hamiltonian.
The expectation value of a tensor multipole moment Tqk at time t is:

(2-21)

where u is the time evolution operator, at|r(0) = ij/(r).
By using angular momentum algebra to transform between the uncoupled
representation |J m j) \I m,) and coupled representation |F mF), and by using a
general tensor method [22], there is a simple formulation derived by U. Fano
[23] that describes the time evolution of the expectation value of any tensor
multipole moment with rank k. This formulation is of course applicable when
the energy splitting of interest are caused by hyperfine structure or any
unresolved structure.

(TgXt))=g«Xt)(Tq%0)>

(2-22)

W 2(JF JF 'jk) co so y ^
(2-23)
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Here W(JFJF'; I k ) is a Racah coefficient, J the excited state total
electronic angular momentum quantum number, I the nuclear spin and <aFF the
angular frequency splitting between two hyperfine levels whose total angular
momenta are F ' and F. The Racah coefficients for 5d2Dj levels are listed in
Table 3. Note that by setting t = 0 in equation (2-23), g(k)(0) = 1 is obtained.
It is convenient to describe the properties of an excited state by defining
expectation values of an alignment (A„) and an orientation (O0) :

(2-24)

C40>=

J X J '+ i)

0 „>=

W

)

<

(2-25)

\Zj ( j + i)

where J ' is the total electronic angular momentum quantum number of the
excited state.
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Table 3
Racah coefficients of 5d2Dj levels of 133Cs.
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W(J,F,J,F'; I,k) : J = 3/2 or 5 / 2 , / = 7/2, A: = 2

W(3/2,F,3/2,F; 7/2,2) = W(3/2,F' ,3/2,F; 7/2,2)

5d2D3/2 level:

F=2

3

4

5

0.0535

0.1035

0.1336

0.0000

3

—

0.1091

0.0488

0.0913

4

—

—

-0.0418

0.1080

5

—

—

F=2

0.0888

W(5/2,F,5/2,F; 7/2,2) = W(5/2J?’, 5 /2 f; 7/2,2)

5d2D5/2 level:

F=1
F'= 1

—

0.0445

2

3

4

5

6

0.1035

0.1237

0

0

0

-0.0991

0.0130

0.0967

0

0

-0.0714

-0.0612

0.0678

0

2

—

3

—

—

4

—

—

—

-0.0240

0.0791

0.0389

5

—

—

—

—

-0.0291

0.0728

6

—

—

—

—

—

0.0853
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From the definitions above, it is clear that the alignment param eter, expressed
in terms of squares of angular momentum operator, is a second rank tensor
multipole moment. The orientation, on the other hand, having a form of angular
momentum vector component, is a first rank tensor. Therefore the alignment
and orientation can be expressed in terms of axially symmetric components of
( T(/{k) >with q = 0 as: ( A 0 ) = cA{ T0(2)) and ( O0 ) = c0( T0(1)), where cA and
c0 are normalization factors. Conventionally, instead of (

) , ( A q) and

( Oq ) are used to describe the characteristics of an excited state.
The expectation values of alignment and orientation defined in equation
(2-24) and (2-25) are those of the tensor operators in the excited state. Thus
they contain dynamical information of the excited state that can be learned from
a fluorescence measurement. In particular, (A0), an expectation value of a
second rank tensor operator, describes the electronic charge distribution along
z-axis in the collision frame. While (O0), an expectation value of a first rank
tensor operator, describes the magnetization along the z-axis.
Figure 3 shows the electronic charge distribution p(0) as a function of
alignment parameter (A0), where 0 is the polar angle [24].
Equation (2-22) shows that the hyperfine structure induces a time dependence
in all of the multipole moments. By substituting the above defined alignment and
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Figure 3
Form of electronic charge distribution as a function of alignment parameter (A0).
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orientation, we have:

C40(0 > = ? <2)(<)C4„(O)>

<O0« > ^ <1>(0<O0(0)>

(2-26)

(2-27)

At t = 0, an alignment and an orientation is produced, each having some initial
value. As time changes, total electronic angular momentum and nuclear spin
are precessing around total angular momentum due to electron-nucleus
interaction. This interaction causes the electronic and nuclear multipole moments
to oscillate in time. The time factor g(k)(t), changing its value between -1 and
1 as a function of t, quantitatively describes the oscillation of electronic
alignment and orientation.

E. Polarization Spectra

First, we define the plane of symmetry, which characterizes the quadrupole
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excitation with linearly polarized light. The free atom is prepared in a coherent
superposition of hyperfine sublevels for the excited states through a electric
quadrupole allowed transition driven by the pump laser. The interaction
between atom and light radiation is proportional to (er)(k-r) which is expressed
in spherical tensor form in equation (2-28), and further, as sum of both first and
second rank tensors with the help of equation (2-29). Here unit vectors eand
k are polarization and propagation direction for the laser; and r denotes the
collision frame Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). Figure 4 illustrates the coordinate
system and defines collision frame coordinate ( x,y,z) and detector frame
coordinate (x',y, 'z').
We express the photon-atom interaction in terms of spherical first rank
tensors:

(er)(kT)=xz=-— (r.'-r

<2-28)

f t

where r x (q= -1,0,1) is the spherical tensor components of Cartesian
coordinates x and z. Equation (2-28) can be further written in tensor form with
rank up to 2 by a product mle for irreducible tensor operators:
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Figure 4
Coordinate system of collision frame and detector frame.
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r f - T / ^ Y , C(k,k',K',q,q',Q)T B»
K

(2.29)

where C(k,k',K; q,q',Q) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.
By using equation (2-29) we have:

The selection rules of AJ = 0, ±1, ±2 and Arrij = ± 1 can also obtained by
using Wigner-Eckart theorem [20].
The plane of symmetry, conventionally taken as the xz-plane in the collision
frame, as shown in figure 4, requires that all multiple moments not symmetric
under the transformation y—>-y identically vanish. Considering that electronic
and nuclear spin is not initially polarized (no preferred direction) in this
experiment (and most cases of other experiments), we have three elements of the
alignment tensor (second rank) and one element of the orientation vector
(first rank) in collision frame [23]:
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<A ay°'=

U '|3 7 z2 - y 2 |7'>
j \j

'+i)

col _

K >

C O ”'=
2*

W

7 V ' + 1)

-

®
vZ 7 % /M )

<*»>

w h ere/' is total electronic angular momentum quantum number for the excited
state, and the superscript col denotes collision frame.
From above listed definitions, it is easy to show that (A2+ )cd = (A0 )cot due to
the xz-plane being the plane of symmetry (x-axis and z-axis are
indistinguishable). The transformation of the tensor elements from detector frame
to collision frame is expressed as:
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( 2 -32 )
?

The rotational matrix

(fy,Q,%) makes a unitary transformation of tensor

elements in the detector frame to that in the collision frame, (j> and 0 locate the
angular position of the light detector, and % defines a polarization angle in front
of the light detector as shown in Figure 4.
The angular distribution of emitted light has been discussed in great detail by
Fano and M acek [23] and and by Green and Zare [24]. Here we present the
final intensity expression of the emitted light in detector frame:

74

[I

' ¥

+h v ( J lJf)(O0)Msin2p]

(2-33)

where I0 is total intensity, hm(Ji} Jf ) and h(2\ J i} Jf ) are geometrical factors.
Table 4 lists their definitions. The values of the geometrical factors depend only
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Table 4
The definitions of h{x\J J ^ ) and h{2\J^J^.
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Jf
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I f 12

-(Ji+1 )/ (27,-1)
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on the total electronic angular momentum quantum numbers of initial and final
levels. For example,

= 1 and -7/8 respectively for 5d 2D3/2 level and

5d 2D 5/2 level in this experiment. The angle P takes the value of 0 or ± tt/4
depending on the detection of linearly or circularly polarized emitted light. In
this dissertation, the angle P is 0 since we detect linearly polarized light.
The intensity expression of the emitted light in the collision frame can be
obtained by transforming the tensor multipole moments in equation (2-33) from
the detector frame to the collision frame using equation (2-32). With the
detector position shown in Figure 5 and noticing (A2+)co1 = (A0)co' because of
the xz-plane being taken as a plane of symmetry, we have a simpler expression
of intensity in the collision frame:

04„>da=C42t>“ '

(A2r'fa=Ul)f’°'cos2x*(Auy°'sm2x

l ^ \ - h ^ J J ) U y d^ h ^ Jjm X cos2x*U l^sin2x3
3

2

J

2

J

(2-34)
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Figure 5
Detection geometry.
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where %is the third Euler angle defining the direction of a linear polarization
analyzer.
The general expressions of transformation of tensor multipole moments from
the detector frame to the collision frame are complicated [23] and given in
Appendix A.
For an atomic system possessing a plane of symmetry, a total of 5 independent
parameters, namely the total intensity 70 in equation (2-33) and the four
anisotropy elements defined in equation (2-31), fully describe the emitted light
distribution applicable to any type of excitation process having a plane of
symmetry [23].

It is not possible to determine all of the tensor multipole

elements experimentally by a light detector fixed at only one position in space.
Equation (2-34) gives intensity distribution of emitted light with detector at a
particular position, the commonly used right angle detection. This simplifies the
situation and restricts ourselves only to the measurement of the alignment
parameters as in the case of excitation having a cylindrical symmetry.
A linear polarization degree PL can be defined as:

" VA

J,(X=0)+/(x=90°)

(2-35)
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From equation (2-34), we have:

3*

(2-36)

2-ft®0VpC4o>“'

The expression in equation (2-33) describes the angular distribution of the
intensity of spontaneous emission (for example, 5d 2D3/2 - 6 d2P3/2). This
intensity is proportional to that of the absorption of 5d 2D 3/2 - 12p2P3/2 by the
probe laser because both transitions are electric dipole type and both have the
same final state total angular momentum quantum number Jf . The transition
rate w can be expressed according to the Golden Rule [25]:

(2-37)

w absorption(5d

*312)

(2-38)
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where a is the fine structure constant, \i) in this case refers to the mixture of
states in the 5d 2D3/2 level, co is the frequency difference between 5d 2D 3/2 and
6 p 2P 3/2 levels,

e r takes the form of z or y corresponding to /„ or Ix . |/ )

refers to the 6 p 2P3/2 level in equation (2-37) and the 12p2P3/2 level in equation
(2-38), Py(E) is the state density of the 12p2P3/2 level. For a given configuration,
the ratio of the two transition rates shown above is a constant independent of the
probe polarization direction, z or x.
By inserting the time evolution factor g(k) (t) from equation (2-21) and initial
values for alignment and geometrical constants, we have time dependent
polarization spectra for 5d 2D3/2 and 5d 2D5/2 levels:

% (2,dj
D.3/2

P,

o

(.<)=
(2-39)

3g \ i ( )
(/)= -------- 2 2
—

(2-40)
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where t , the time interval between the moments that pump and probe laser
pulses reaching to the center of the cesium cell, is defined as the delay time.
The final expression for PL(t) may be obtained by substituting g(2)(t) shown in
equation (2-23) in equation (2-39) or equation (2-40), along with the appropriate
coefficients from Table 2 and Table 3. The final expressions are very lengthy,
and are shown in coded form in Appendix B, pp. 105-106.
The initial linear polarization degrees in equation (2-39) and (2-40) may be
checked against the results found by using Kasler diagrams [26].
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENT

A. Method and Procedures

1. Pump and Probe Excitation
The experimental approach is a combination and refinement of conventional
hyperfine quantum beats and delayed-detection methods described in previous
reports [13,27,28]. Figure 6 illustrates the excitation and detection scheme and
relevant energy levels. Both pump and probe lasers are tunable dye lasers
simultaneously pumped by a short-pulsed, 1-MW nitrogen laser which generates
ultraviolet output at 337.1 nm. Both laser beams are very well collimated and
are counter propagating through the sample cell. The pump laser is tuned to
quadrupole allowed transition to excite atoms from their ground level 6 s2S 1/2 to
the excited levels, either 5d2D3/2 or 5d2D5/2 level. The wavelength of the pump
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Figure 6
Excitation scheme and the energy level diagram.
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pulse is either 6896

A

or 6850

A.

The transition rate is about 106 times

smaller than that of the usual electric dipole transition. The strongest oscillator
strength, from 6 s2S 1/2 to 5d2Dj levels, has been calculated by B. Warner et al.
[20] to be on the order of 10'7. The estimated probability for above described
spontaneous quadmpole decay is 36 s'1. Very weak signal is one of the major
difficulties in this experiment.
The probe excitation, after a certain delay time, drives the atom from the
excited level, 5d 2D 3/2 or 5d 2D5/2, to the final level 12p2P3/2 through an electric
dipole transition at a wavelength of 6508 A or 6550

A.

Typical pulse width is

about 0.5 ns [29] which is shorter than the inverse of the highest hyperfine
frequency component ( 2.2 ns ), from 5d 2D3/2 level, and is also much shorter
than the spontaneous emission lifetime of the excited levels (-1.1 jus) . The
spectral linewidth of each laser is about 3 cm '1, much larger than the Fouriertransform limit. This ensures that the pump excitation is broad, and it covers
both ground state hyperfine splitting, 0.30 cm'1, and the excited levels
( 5d 2D3/2or 5d2D5/2) hyperfine splitting, less than 0.02 cm'1, and yet the probe
excitation can still easily resolve the final state fine structure splitting between
12p2P 1/2 and 12p2P3/2 levels, which is about 12 cm'1.
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2. Switching of the Polarization of Probe Laser
Polarization spectra are obtained by switching the polarization direction of
probe laser parallel and perpendicular to that of the pump laser alternatively.
This requires a very well defined polarization vector for the laser pulses.
We use two very high quality Spindler & Hoyer type 10K polarization filters
with extinction ratio more than 10,000 to define the linear polarization direction
e ( along z-axis in collision frame ). The degree of polarization of lasers is
typically larger than 0.9999. High analyzing power of the polarimeter is one of
the most important factors which ensures the precision of experimentally
mapping out the polarization spectra.
The light pulse from the probe laser passes through a Pockels cell, whose
operation is based on the second-order nonlinear optical phenomenon, Pockels
effect.

A high DC voltage controlled by the computer is applied to the

Deuterium Potassium Di-Hydrogen Phosphate (DKDP) crystal inside the
Pockels cell through a high voltage relay to change the refractive index. The
half-wave voltage is tested to be 4580 V. One run typically consists 5000 laser
shots. The switching is performed every 5 laser shots for 5 shots and the time
duration of high voltage application is set to about Is. The quality of the
polarization switching is checked by a oscilloscope and is monitored by a
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feedback signal from a photo-diode mounted behind a polarizer. The feedback
signal is digitized and stored for each laser shot. This procedure allows for
detection of small changes in the proper performance of the Pockels cell and its
associated electronics. If a switch failure ever occurs, a follow up switch is tried
by the computer controlled electronics until the detected diode signal is lower
than some threshold. A ratio of switched intensity to unswitched intensity from
the diode is less than 1: 2500 measured by using the oscilloscope.

3. Signal Detection
The intensities (I| and I± defined in equation 2-35) of the fluorescence signal
at 3350 A from the 12p2P3/2 level to the ground 6 s2S 1/2 level is detected by an
EMI ultraviolet-sensitive 9814B photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT is
operated in a gated-photon counting mode, with the 2 -^s gate opening about 100
ns after the arrival of the probe pulse at the cell. The photon counting signal was
processed by a data acquisition system controlled by the computer.
One of the advantages of measuring polarization instead of absolute intensity
is that it reduces the background. Absolute intensity measurements would find
the signal of quantum beats superposed on that of a large background due to
exponential decay.

Another advantage is that systematic error due to laser
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power drifting and slightly frequency drifting are minimized by measuring the
ratio of intensities. The repetition rate of N2 laser is set at about 5 Hz. IBand l±
is detected alternately for every second.

Power drifting in this one second

period was negligible. Overall power drift of lasers in a course of a day is
measured by using a power meter to be less than a factor of 2.

The PMT is

cooled to 5 °C inside a Model TE-104-RF refrigerated chamber made by
Products For Research Inc. With 2000 V of applied voltage, 8 °C of photo
cathode temperature, the PMT dark current has been measured to be less than
10"6 nA using an electrometer. The measured PMT dark current corresponds to
a 2 counts of background per 5000 laser shots. However, the PMT is cooled to
5 °C during data runs; the dark counting rate is less than 1 in 10,000 laser shots.
A convex lens with 4 cm focus length collects light from the cell interaction
region. Three mm of UG-11 glass filters are placed in front of the PMT tube
face inside the refrigerated chamber to cut the background caused by laser
scattering. The whole region containing oven, cell and the window of the PMT
is covered by a well insulated (both thermally and optically) black wooden box
with two small holes on each side to let the laser pulses pass through. This box
further cuts the noise caused by scattered uv light from the N 2 laser.
A concave mirror is placed opposite the PMT in order to gather a larger
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portion of the fluorescence and also to reduce the effect of the angular
distribution of the fluorescence intensity from 12p2P3/2 level.
The PMT is located in front of the cesium cell, perpendicular to the
propagation directions of the pump and probe lasers, and perpendicular to the
linear polarization direction of the pump laser. This both reduces the amount
of scattered laser radiation to be filtered and minimizes the effect of the temporal
distribution of excited atoms viewed within the interaction region of the cell.
To eliminate the effect due to earth's magnetic field, two sets of home-made
Helmholtz coils were used. The optical table of the experiment is positioned
such that the earth's magnetic field lies inside the plane defined by the linear
polarization direction and the propagation vectors of the pump laser.
The cancellation of the earth's field is checked by measuring the induced DC
voltage from a high speed rotating (3,600 RPM) coil. The remaining magnetic
field at the position of the cell was less than 0.03 ± 0.03 Gauss. The testing coil,
containing 2,500 turns of copper wire with diameter of 0.18 mm, generates a
maximum 20 mV DC voltage from the earth's magnetic field.
Signal collected for one data point (a specific delay time) is the statistical
average of 5-8 complete runs. Each complete run, consisting 5,000 laser shots,
takes about 2 2 minutes.
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4. Data Acquisition
The signal from the PMT, typically negative pulses with the width of several
nanoseconds, is amplified by three stages of timing amplifiers to pulses of 2 V
in amplitude and about the original width. A gate of 2 /us is set by a time-toamplitude converter (TAC).

The pulse height of the output from TAC

representing the arrival time of the photon detected by PMT after the gate being
opened is then time-averaged by a SR250 Gated Integrator & Boxcar Averager
by Stanford Research System. A computer reading the photon counting signal
through a SR245 computer interface, with a 10 mV threshold to cut the noise
from electronic pick-up, digitizes the time-averaged pulse and processes
calculations including the dead-time correction.
All of the electronics are triggered by the common trigger signal from a
Logic Shaper and Delay box, which, generating a 2V square pulse with a 2 ns
rising time, is triggered by a pulse signal from a photo diode illuminated by the
reflected light of probe pulse from a lens. The trigger signal from the photo
diode, independent of the delay time, defines t = 0, which is about 3 ns earlier
than the probe pulse reaching the center of cesium cells. The delay time of the
Logic Shaper and Delay box is set to 100 ns. This delay setting ensures that the
TAC opens its gate some time (about 90 ns) later than the earliest PMT signal
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comes to the gate. In other words, The 'early' PMT signal of the first 90 ns from
t = 0 will not be processed by the data acquisition system. Therefore, the
residual laser scattering signal is prevented from being counted as that of uv
fluorescence signal, at the price of loosing some of the uv fluorescence signal.
The time interval of two adjacent laser shots is about 200 ms. Data acquisition
time of about 20 ms is basically the computer program running time. It took
only about 4 /us including 2 /us of gate opening for the electronics to complete
one cycle of duty for each laser shot.
Figure 7 shows a timing diagram of the data acquisition system.

5. Calibration of the Delay Time
Delay time, defined as the time interval between the moments the pump and
probe pulse reach the center of the cesium cell, is the foundation of polarization
spectra obtained from the experiment. Therefore the accuracy of the measured
delay time is the most critical factor determining possible systematic error in the
obtained hyperfine beat frequencies. In the experiment, the delay time up to 180
ns is determined by directly measuring the path difference traversed by the laser
pulses, and converting this to a time delay through the speed of light in the air.
The index of refraction of air (1.0002759 [39]) at 15 °C for the light with a
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Figure 7
Time diagram of the data acquisition system.
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wavelength of 6400 A is used in the calculation of the delay time. The small
differential shifts due to propagation through refractive elements such as
polarizers, lenses, Pockels cell and windows of the cell, are accounted for by
taking an index of refraction for these elements of 1.5. The length measurements
are made by using a Lufkan surveyor's steel tape measure. This measure is
compared to two others made by different manufacturers; the three tapes agree
to better than 1/32 in. over a common 100 ft. length. Sagging of the tape over the
longest single path length, which is about 20 ft. is negligible to the measured
length. Thermal changes (with expansion coefficient of 10'6 °C 1) in the length of
the tape are neglected. The overall uncertainty in the delay distance due to
these effects is much less than 1 in., corresponding to a time delay of less than
0.1 ns.

The calibration of the mechanical delay line has been performed in an earlier
experiment by different independent electronic manners, and the procedures has
been described in great detail [15]. The differences between delay times
measured mechanically and electronically agree to within their combined
uncertainty of about ± 0.15 ns. This uncertainty increases the error bar in the
polarization degree and is taken into consideration in data analysis procedure.
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B. Apparatus

The block diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in figure 8 . The
specifications and characteristics of major devices are given below.

1. The Lasers
Both pump and probe laser are pumped by a Laser Photonics LN1000 pulsed
nitrogen laser. The manufacture quoted characteristics of N2 laser are listed in
Table 5. The arrangement of tunable dye lasers, similar to the design described
by M. Littman and H. Metcalf [30], is shown in Figure 9. The pump laser is
composed of the following optical components: a Newport grating with 2400
lines per millimeter, a Newport 610 Multi-Axis Stage and Rotator, a tuning
mirror and an back mirror. The quartz cuvette containing dye DCM ([2-[2-[4(dimethylamino)phenyl]ethenyl] -6-methyl-4H-pyran-4-ylidene]-propanedinitrile)
dissolved in DMSO at a molar concentration of 4 x 10'3 is radiated by tightly
focused ultraviolet light from the N2 laser. The dye concentration quoted by the
1994 Exciton Catalog [33] is selected, which corresponds to the best lasing
range covering the wavelengths needed to pump the cesium atoms from the
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Figure 8
Block diagram of the experimental apparatus.
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Table 5
Specifications of N2 laser.
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Specifications
Spectral Output (nm)
Spectral Bandwith (nm)
Repetition Rate (Hz)
Pulsewidth (ps)

N2Laser LN1000
337.1
0.1
up to 20
~ 600

Energy per Pulse (mJ)

1.2

Energy Stability (%)

±5

Peak Power (MW)

2

Beam Dimension (mm)

3x6

Beam Density (MW/cm2)

> 10

Lasant
Input Voltage (V)
Physical Demensions (cm)
Weight (kg)

n2

115 (50/60 Hz)
57 x 49 x 27
37
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Figure 9
The design of tunable dye laser.
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ground level 6s2S1/2 to 5d2Dj levels. The wavelength of the laser pulse is tuned
by changing the angle of the tuning mirror with respect to the diffraction grating.
The tunable range of about 80

A is determined by a

monochromator with an

uncertainty of 2 k calibrated by HeNe laser. The power per laser shot is checked
by using a pulse power meter. All of the test results for both the pump and probe
lasers are listed in Table 6.
The probe laser has basically the same arrangement as that of the pump laser
but uses a different dye. A dye LDS 698 ([2-[4-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-l,
3-butadienyl]-l-ethylpyridinium] monoperchlorate) is selected and dissolved in
DMSO with a molar concentration of 7 x 10‘3 recommended by Exciton catalog.
Approximately 25 ml of dye solution for each laser is used, and the solution is
replaced by a new one every five months to maintain the laser power.

2. Cell and Oven
Cells used in this experiment are constructed from Pyrex tubing and are
processed by baking at 190 °C under a vacuum of less that 10'7 Torr for about
48 hours. The Pyrex tubing has a transmission of about 95% at the wavelength
of 3400 A. A small amount of 133Cs from an ampoule by Alfa Products is then
distilled into the glass cells prior to sealing off under vacuum. The size of the
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Table 6
Characteristics of dye lasers.
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Specifications

Pump Laser

Probe Laser

Tunable range
(A)

6840 - 6920

6480 - 6570

Pulsewidth
(ns)

~ 0.5

-0.5

Energy per pulse
(uJ)

5

5

Peak power
(KW)

10

10

Spectral linewidth
(cm'1)

~3

-3

Repitition rate
(Hz)

~5

-5

Beam diameter
(mm)

1

1
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cell is 6 cm long and 2 cm in diameter. Under typical operating temperature
of 126 °C, the cesium density inside the cell is estimated by using vapor pressure
curves [34] to be about 1013 cm'3.
The oven is a cylindrical shaped aluminum chamber with two windows on both
ends and one on the side, facing the PMT. Inside the oven chamber, a U shaped
aluminum holder supports the cell. A dielectric-coated, 2.54 cm diameter
concave mirror is also mounted to the holder, behind the cesium cell and facing
the PMT window in order to collect more signal.

A chromel-alumel

thermocouple is placed inside the oven to monitor the temperature. The oven is
heated to about 399.2 °K by a coaxial heating element; the temperature is
stabilized by a Cole-Parmer digital temperature controller to typically ± 0.1 °K.
To minimize external static magnetic field effects, all parts and screws of the
oven and surrounding optics are made of aluminum or other non-magnetic
materials, and the cylindrical axis of the oven is oriented in the direction parallel
to the horizontal component of the earth's magnetic field. The whole assembly,
is fixed inside two sets of Helmholtz coils consisting 120 turns and 150 turns of
No. 18 copper wires to compensate the horizontal and the vertical components
of the earth field at the position of the sample cell. The DC current needed are
14 mA and 46 mA respectively for the two sets of Helmholtz coils.
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3. Pockels Cell
A FastPulse Technology model 1059FW Pockels cell is used, which,
containing two fused silica windows, a DKDP crystal, some FC-43 index
matching fluid and a housing with high voltage electrodes, controls the switching
of the polarization direction of the probe laser by using electro-optical
modulation.

The working principle of the electro-optic modulator, which is

based on nonlinear optical phenomenon has been described in detail by Higgins
[29]. A high voltage differential is applied through the electrodes to the DKDP
crystal, and the resulting electric field generated along the crystal ( z-axis)
changes the refractive index according to the polarization direction of the
incident light. Therefore, x-polarized light and y-polarized light travel through
the crystal at different speeds, altering the resultant polarization state of the
incident light. The final polarization state depends on the total phase difference
between the two orthogonal polarization components, which in turn, depends on
the voltage differential applied.
The half-wave voltage is tested by using a Spindler & Hoyer polarizer
typelOK mounted in a Newport polarizer rotator (accurate to 0.1°). The pulse
signal from a photo-diode is measured by using a fast oscilloscope. The quality
of the switching characterized by the contrast ratio of the photo-diode signal is
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measured to be better than 1:2000. The contrast ratio is defined as the photo
diode signal with the half-wave voltage applied to the Pockels cell versus that
of with no voltage on the Pockels cell. Auto-collimation in this calibration
procedure and throughout the experiment is checked very carefully. While we
take data, the quality of the polarization switch is checked by a feedback signal
from a photo-diode as described in the last section.
Table 7 lists operational characteristics of the Pockels cell.

4. Optical Filters and Mirrors
Three pieces of 1-mm UG-11 glass filters are placed inside the refrigerated
chamber covering the 1.8-inch diameter of photosensitive cathode surface of the
PMT. The combination of the filters passes about 80% of uv light ranging from
3000 A to 4500 A and cuts the visible light with wavelength 6000 A and above
to about 10‘8 of its original intensity. Most of the intense laser scattering is
blocked by the glass filter combination and the remaining is discriminated by the
electronic settings described in last section.
All of the mirrors used in the experiments are Newport broad band dielectric
coating flat mirrors type BD1 and BD2. In the spectral range used in this
experiment, the reflectivity is typically 99.9%.
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Table 7
Operational characteristics of the Pockels cell.
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Model Number

1059FW 4500 - 6500

Crystal material

DKDP

Window material

Fused silica

Window coatings
(A)

BBAR

4500 - 6500

Linear aperture
(mm)

10

Contrast ratio

1:2000

Half wave voltage
(V)

4580

Capacitance

6

(pf)
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5. Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) and Refrigerated Chamber
The Thom EMI Electron Tubes model 9814B photomultiplier tube has a
bialkali photo cathode material and is specialized for ultraviolet detection. Its
spectral response reaches a peak value of 26% of quantum efficiency at a
wavelength of 3400 A. The PMT tube is inserted to a 20-pin electric socket
inside a refrigerated chamber which provides cooling for the photomultiplier
tube. Table 8 lists the electrical characteristics and ratings of the photomultiplier
tube by the manufacture, as well as our test results of dark current counting rate.
The refrigerated chamber, made by Products For Research, Inc. with model
no. TE-104-RF, can cool the PMT tube cathode to approximately 30 °C below
ambient. The thermoelectric cooler keeps the PMT photo cathode cooled to
about 5 °C with running tap water using a Peltier effect.

6. Computer Interface Module
A SR245 computer interface by Stanford Research Systems is used as a
analog-digital converter. Triggered by the pulsed signal from the Gated
Integrator & Boxcar Averager, the unit controls the counting, communication
and calculation processes. Specifically, the interface module provides the timeaveraged signal for the computer program to read and store; activates an
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Table 8
Electrical characteristics of the PMT.
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PMT tube type
Spectral response & window
No, type & material of dynodes

9814B
Bialki/B
12LFBeCu

Effective cathode dia. (in.)

1.8

f i A / Im

75

Peak quantum efficiency at 3400 A
(%)

26

High voltage applied (V)

2100

Gain (x 106)

2.9

Dark current at 8 °C
( count / 10,000 laser shots)

2

Dark current at 5 °C
( count / 10,000 laser shots)

1
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electronic switch circuit to apply high voltage to the Pockels cell through a high
voltage relay and digitizes the photo-diode signal to monitor the performance of
laser polarization direction switching. The operation of the computer interface
model is synchronized with that of the external trigger.
The computer program of data acquisition, which is written in Quick Basic, is
listed in Appendix B.
Table 9 lists the specifications of the computer interface.
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Table 9
Specifications of the computer interface module.
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Analog ports inputs

Analog ports outputs

1M Q input impedance, 10.24 VDC
range, protected to 40 VDC. 13-bit
resolution (2.5mV). Maximum A/D
rate is 2 KHz.
Output impedance less than IQ .
Short circuit current limit is 20 mA.
13-bit resolution (2.5mV).

Digital ports input bits

Input impedance greater thanlOOKQ
minimum pulse width is 200 ns.
Maximum count rate is 4 MHz.

Digital port output bits

Can drive loads up to 50 Q to TTL
logic levels.

Interfaces

Both IEEE-488 Std Port and RS232C (300 to 19.2 Kbaud).

System components

Z80-A fxV @ 4MHz. 8K ROM,
8K RAM. VLSI counters, UART,
and IEEE-488 adapter.

Power

+24/60mA, -24/60mA, +12/500mA,
-12/20mA, 8 Watts total. Power
from Model SR280 Mainframe or a
NIM standard crate.

Dimensions (in.)

1.3 5 x 8 .7 1 4 x 1 1 .5
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Data

A total of 116 data points have been taken during a six-month period. Among
these data points, 74 of them have been taken for mapping out the polarization
spectrum of the 5d2D5/2level and 42 for the 5d2D3y2level. Table 10 lists all of the
experimental data points. Each data point consists of a delay time, a polarization
degree and a calculated statistical error. The statistical error is from both photon
counting statistics and from dead time correction which is based on the
consideration of two or more signal photons arriving at the PMT within a single
gate time. Delay time for the 5d2Ds/2 level ranges from 0.85 ns to 180 ns, and
for the 5d2D3/2 level from 2.67 ns to 107 ns. The photon counting signal for the
5d2D3/2 level is about 30% weaker than that of 5d2D5/2 level. This makes the
measurement of the polarization spectrum for 5d2D3/2 level more difficult. Each
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Table 10
Experimental data.
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Experimental data of 5d2D ^ level:

Delay Time t (ns)

Polarization P L (%)

Error Bar (%)

2.67

-10.0

2.0

4.24

-21.5

2.3

5.32

-10.6

2.2

6.77

-9.1

2.0

10.08

21.1

2.0

12.18

-24.6

2.3

14.22

-7.8

2.0

16.21

-17.4

2.0

18.47

5.3

2.2

20.18

-39.5

1.9

22.33

5.3

2.1

24.26

-17.1

1.9

26.12

-8.6

1.9

28.46

-21.8

2.6

30.44

13.1

2.0

32.92

-20.7

2.1

34.43

-7.9

2.5

37.20

-12.9

2.2

44.96

-17.5

2.3

46.47

-8.0

2.0
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49.18

-22.7

2.0

50.02

-21.7

2.0

51.05

18.0

2.0

52.05

-11.0

2.0

53.11

-27.6

2.2

54.97

-9.3

2.2

57.93

-11.7

2.3

59.82

9.4

2.2

61.88

-34.0

2.1

63.87

-5.5

2.2

66.12

-16.7

2.1

68.47

-12.9

2.1

71.77

22.6

2.3

81.20

-20.0

2.2

83.10

0.7

2.1

85.40

-13.6

2.1

87.40

-10.9

2.0

89.79

-21.0

2.2

91.86

15.9

2.4

98.19

-15.3

2.4

101.90

-21.7

1.9

104.90

-3.5

2.1

107.00

-20.0

2.0
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Experimental data of 5d2Ds/7 level:

Delay Time t (ns)

Polarization PL (%)

Error Bar (%)

0.85

55.8

2.9

2.75

-2.1

2.9

4.91

-4.2

1.8

6.44

15.3

2.7

8.02

32.8

2.7

9.34

25.1

2.6

11.24

8.0

2.4

12.54

3.2

2.1

15.18

10.1

2.9

16.44

19.3

2.6

17.52

14.9

2.4

19.01

15.2

2.4

20.39

25.6

2.9

21.94

16.1

2.5

23.97

6.9

2.3

25.92

25.9

2.5

27.92

12.2

2.5

30.59

20.7

2.6

33.65

3.4

2.2

35.66

10.6

2.3

37.62

29.1

2.8

39.56

26.7

2.5

42.33

-7.6

2.1
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44.30

-7.3

2.1

44.78

3.4

2.3

45.80

42.3

3.3

47.09

64.3

3.1

47.28

65.9

3.3

48.10

56.9

3.3

49.51

7.5

2.4

51.51

-7.7

2.1

53.48

9.2

2.3

55.53

32.2

2.7

57.40

18.6

2.1

58.60

10.8

2.1

60.59

3.7

2.9

62.60

16.9

2.3

64.58

16.6

2.5

66.61

18.9

2.3

69.88

6.1

2.0

72.21

19.4

2.3

75.01

14.1

2.4

77.88

18.1

2.7

81.15

3.0

2.2

84.03

18.0

2.1

86.79

28.7

2.8

88.72

1.7

2.5

90.58

-7.8

2.1
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92.10

11.3

2.0

92.84

41.3

3.0

93.20

47.7

2.5

94.35

65.9

2.7

94.76

65.3

2.6

95.42

40.4

3.3

100.4

11.2

2.4

104.54

20.0

2.1

107.13

0.1

2.4

111.11

18.2

2.1

112.81

13.7

2.1

115.27

26.9

2.3

120.66

27.6

2.1

122.60

12.8

1.7

124.36

18.7

2.1

127.89

3.3

1.6

128.90

2.7

1.7

132.12

32.7

1.8

158.37

19.3

1.9

159.44

16.9

1.7

161.83

25.4

1.7

167.40

29.6

1.7

169.94

11.4

1.7

176.11

2.4

1.5

177.40

10.6

1.5
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data point takes two to four more runs to obtain the same statistical error bar as
that of 5d2D5/2 level. On the other hand, since the absolute value of magnetic
dipole coupling constant a of 5d2D3/2 level is more than 2 times larger than that
of 5d2D3/2 level,

the polarization spectrum of 5d2D3/2 level has a higher

frequency pattern than that of the 5d2Ds/2 level. This means fewer data points
are needed to reach the same precision for measurement of the coupling
constants a and b. Unfortunately, weaker photon signal of 5d2D3/2 level makes
it very difficult to take more data points than what we have. Figure 10 shows
the experimentally obtained polarization spectra.

B. Data Analysis

1. Least Square Fitting and Error Determination
The most commonly used data reduction and error analysis for experimental
results is least square fitting. The theory is very well established and the method
is straight forward in this fitting process. The least square test can also be used
to check the type of parent distribution which describes the spread of the
experimental data points [31]. The method of least squares consists of
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Figure 10
Least square fitted experiment polarization spectra.
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determining the values of the parameters a and b (hyperfine coupling constants)
of the function PL (a,b) (the polarization spectra) given in equation (2-39) and
(2-40) which yield a minimum for the function %v2defined as follows:

N

[Pi(fit) - rem easured)]2

(4-1)

where % 2 is reduced yf, N is the total number of experimental data points, P,
(fit) is the fitted polarization spectrum which is a theoretical calculation with
modifications (such as the laser pulse width and damping due to radiation
trapping), Pfmeasured) represents experimental data points, a,, is the statistical
error bar of the ith data point and T] is the degree of freedom (total number of
experimental data points minus number of fitting parameters).
A total of five fitting parameters are used in the fitting procedure: hyperfine
coupling constants a and b, overall offset in the delay time base 8, laser pulse
width w and an assumed exponential damping constant X for the alignment. The
optimum values of the five parameters considered are obtained by minimizing
Xv2 defined in equation (4-2) with respect to each of the five parameters. In this
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fitting procedure, hyperfine coupling constants a and b are optimized first with
the other three parameters (laser width w and overall shift of delay time 8,
damping factor A) fixed at some initial search values.
Previous measurements, employing the same apparatus [15, 29] have shown
that the temporal shape of the pump or probe laser output may be

well

characterized by a rectangular shaped pulse. Time averaging the pump and probe
duration over the pulse width produces a frequency-dependent phase shift which
may be represented by a depolarization factorD for each oscillating component
in the alignment. The depolarization factor D can be expressed as:

2 [ cos( g v w ) - 1 ]

where ooFP is hyperfine frequency difference of the two hyperfine sublevels
whose angular momentum numbers are F and F . For fitting purposes, this
quantity is inserted in the summation defining g(2)(t).
With the three fitting parameters set at their initial search values: w = 0.53
ns and A = 0 ( no damping) and 8 = 0 (no overall shift in the time base), the
hyperfine coupling constants a and b are optimized with respect to %v2 by using
a very fine (step length = 0.001 MHz) grid search in two-dimension (a, b)
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parameter search space. The hypersurface describing variation of %2 vs. two
parameters a and b is obtained and shown in Figure 11. From the illustration,
it is clear that a and b are relatively independent of each other. This in turn,
ensures the validity of using a grid search method.

The grid search of

parameters a and b in a wider range does not show any other minima of % 2.
Then the other three parameters w and 6 are varied to further reduce % 2.
Parameter w is varied from 0.3 ns to 1.2 ns to minimize reduced Chi square. The
dependence of %v2 on laser width w is shown on Figure 12. It can be seen from
the graph that a much stronger dependence of % 2 on w in the 5d2D3/2 level than
that in the 5d2D5/2 level. This can be explained by the fact that hyperfine
frequency components of the 5d2D3/2 level is roughly 2 time higher than those
in the 5d2D5y2level, therefore the same amount of time average produces a larger
depolarization effect in 5d2D3/2 level than in 5d2D5/2 level. This can also be
directly visualized from the comparison of the polarization spectra of the two
levels shown in figure 10. The optimized laser width (assuming that pump and
probe have equal pulse width) is 0.75 ns for the 5d2D3/2 level and 0.82 ns for the
5d2D5/2 level. The difference of the laser width obtained here with that of
previous determinations using other methods is not significantly large. Instead
of a square pulse model, a Gaussian shaped laser pulse may be used to evaluate
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Figure 11
Illustration of hypersurface in two-parameter search space.
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Figure 12
The dependence of %v2 on laser pulse width w.
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the depolarization factor D. More important is that optimized values of a and
ft have no obvious dependence on the laser width, while the weighted residuals
( a test of the goodness of the fit) and the value of %v2 are slightly reduced. The
change of laser pulse in the fitting brings the whole hypersurface shown in
Figure 11 straight up and down and does not move it in aft-plane.
The time offset (over all delay time shift) parameter 5 is varied from -0.3 ns
to 0.3 ns range to test for the change in the optimized values of a and ft.A
change in a of ± 0.15 and ± 0.09 MHz is found for 5d2D3/2 and 5d2D5/2 levels
respectively, this change in a corresponds to 5 to 9 standard deviations
respectively. The change in ft is within 1 standard deviation. The best-fit value
of 8 is found to be 0.01(4) ns for 5d2D3/2 level and -0.05(3) for 5d2D5/2 level,
which reflect that the difference in geometrical configurations of the pump and
probe lasers and dye properties are small. Some of the physical characteristics
of the dye lasers (such as the light path inside the cavity, gain of the dyes used
in the experiment) are difficult to evaluate and can produce a slight overall time
shift. This is because the determination of the delay time is by measuring the
path differences of pump and probe laser from a beam spitter which directs the
ultraviolet nitrogen laser pump beam to the dye laser cells, and then along each
laser beam path until the intersection point in the center of the cesium cell.
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Therefore the delay time determination does not reflect the differences of the
detailed paths inside the cavity and the dye efficiency of the two different lasers.
A slight overall time shift has also been found in earlier experiment with similar
dye lasers [15]. The difference between the best-fit values of overall time shift
for 5d2D3/2 level and 5d2D5/2level may be qualitatively explained by the fact that
the dyes have different efficiencies at the wavelengths corresponding to the
resonance

transition

of

6s2S1/2-5 d 2D5/2-12p2P3/2

from

to

that

of

6s2S1/2->5d2D3/2^12p2P3/2 [33]. Higher efficiency of the laser dye material at a
particular wavelength may shorten the lasing time. It is hard to estimate
quantitatively the dependence of the dye efficiency on the lasing time.
Finally, the exponential decay factor e'At is also optimized. This factor
multiplies (A0) in the fitting of PL(t).The parameter X is varied in a range of 10'3
ns'1 to 10'5 ns'1 to fit the polarization spectra, a maximum change of less than
0.01MHz is found in a and b. The best-fit values of X are 1 x 104 ns"1 for 5d2Ds/2
level and 3 x 104 ns4 for 5d2D3/2level, which reduce values of %v2 by about 0.02
in both levels. The damping of the alignment parameter may be due to residual
radiation trapping, or to background gas collisions.
From the fitting procedure described above, it is clear that the best-fit values
o f hyperfine coupling constants a and b are not sensitive to the change of the
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laser pulse width w and damping constant A. But laser pulse width w has an
obvious effect on the sensitivity of the dependence of % 2 on the variation of a
and b. Therefore, laser pulse width w and damping constant A will affect the
values of uncertainties in a and b but not the values of a and b. Parameter 6 on
the other hand, has some effect on the best-fit values of a and b but does not
change the sensitivity of % 2 's dependence on a and b. In other words, some
systematic errors such as radiation trapping and finite laser pulse width affect
more on the precision rather than on the accuracy of the experimental results.
Other systematic effects, such as zero time shift due to geometry configuration
of the lasers, the uncertainty in the delay time measurement, will directly affect
the accuracy without decreasing too much the precision of the experiment.
Since each of the best-fit values of the parameters to the least squares fitting
procedure is result of the a search along the % 2 hypersurface rather than an
exact analytical solution, there is no analytical form for the uncertainties in the
final values of the parameters. However, the relative independence of the two
most important parameters, hyperfine coupling constants a and b, makes the
error determination of the parameters easier compared to the cases where
parameters are coupled to each other. In these cases, an error matrix with non
zero off-diagonal elements must be calculated to estimate the uncertainties in
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the optimized parameters. The reason that a and b are almost independent of
each other is that magnetic dipole interaction is much stronger that electric
quadrupole interaction particularly in cesium atom which has a nuclear
quadrupole moment of only about -3 mb [32]. The ratio of the two hyperfine
coupling constants |b la | is 0.008 in 5d2D5/2level and 0.003 in 5d2D3/2 level.
Therefore, the main structure of the polarization spectra is dominated by the
frequency determined by a, and only fine oscillations in the spectra reflect the
weak dependence on b. This relative independence greatly simplifies the error
analysis procedure. The movement of hypersurface in parameter search space
shown in Figure 11 is a translation instead of a distortion as other fitting
parameters are varied.
A general rule of determining the error in the best-fit values of the parameters
under the approximation of a parabolic expansion of the %2 (%v2=Z2/ t] )
hypersurface [31] is often used. The uncertainty of a parameters is the change
in the value of the same parameter such that %2 increases its value by 1:

x 2K + a J = x 2( < 0 + 1

(4-2)

fit

where am is optimized parameter corresponding to a minimized %2, a a is the
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uncertainty in parameter a. If the variation of %2with respect to each parameter
is independent of the values of the other parameters, as it is in the case under
discussion, or at least at the minimum of %2 in the parameter search space, the
error matrices are diagonal and

2
a a2 - ------# X 2lda:

°l

S2x2/db2

( 4

' 3

)

are the uncertainties of hyperfine coupling constants a and b respectively.
Figure 13 shows the parabolic shaped best-fitting of %v2 vs. parameters a
and b for 5d2D3/2level and 5d2Ds/2 level.
Another factor that increases the quoted uncertainties of a and b is the
uncertainty in delay time measurement 6 1. Different from the overall time shift
6, this uncertainty ( 6t = 0.02 n s ) increases the error bar in the measured linear
polarization degree in addition to the combination dead time correction and
photon counting statistical error bar o ; for each experimental data point. The
total error bar can be expressed as:
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Figure 13
The fitting of coupling constants a and b.
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(4-4)
i

where (a,)to,a/ is the total error bar from both statistical and systematic error of
the zth experiment data point. The first term on the right hand side of above
equation is statistical error the ith data point, the second term is a induced error
in polarization due to the uncertainty in delay time measurement. Here t{ refers
to the delay time assigned to the zth data point. Since the two terms are from
completely different sources, they add up quadratically. The typical value of the
second term is less than 1%, while that of the first term (statistical error bar) is
2.5%, the increase in the error bar due to 6t is 0.2%.
The summary of the results from the fitting procedure is given in Table 11.
The quality of the fit is better seen in the plot of the normalized residuals
defined as [ PL‘(fit) - PL'(measured) ] / o ; , where z refers to the zth experimental
data point, vs. delay time. Figure 14 shows the normalized residuals vs. delay
time for both 5d2D3/2 level and 5d2D5/2 level. The center horizontal lines in both
graphs represent the mean residual of the data points defined as sum of the
residuals divided by the total number of the data points. Mean residuals of
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Table 11
Summary of the best-fit values of the fitting parameters.
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Fitting Parameters

Best-Fit Value for

Best-Fit Value for

5d2D3/2 Level

5d2Ds/2 Level

48.80(3)

-21.22(1)

0.12(30)

0.16(15)

0.75(10)

0.82(15)

0.01(4)

-0.05(3)

0.00(4)

0.00(3)

Coupling Constant a
(MHz)
Coupling Constant b
(MHz)
Laser Pulse Width w
(ns)
Overall Time Shift 8
(ns)
Damping Constant X
(n s 1)
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Figure 14
Normalized residuals vs. delay time.
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0.11(11) and 0.07(7) are found for 5d2D5/2level and 5d2D3/2 level respectively.
They are consistent with zero, representing that no obvious damping mechanism
occurs. The laser pulse width does reduce the residuals, particularly in 5d2D3/2
level for the reason explained earlier. The residuals shown in figure 14 are
normalized to their statistical errors and corresponds to the minimized value of
%v2 of each level.

2. Systematic Effects
Other systematic effects such as residual static magnetic field and electric
field, slightly induced ellipticity of the laser polarization from optical
components and windows of the oven and cell may also reduce the accuracy of
the measurement. Static magnetic field induces phase shift in the hyperfine wave
function due to the precession of the total angular momentum F around the field.
In fact, a depolarization due to earth's magnetic field has been observed in a
previous experiment [15]. An electric field mixes electronic wave functions due
to Stark effect. Experiments using Stark-electric-quadrupole interference on
alkali atoms have been reported [35, 36]. There is no obvious experimental
evidence shown the effects from external static fields.
The most possible systematic error comes from the angular distribution of the
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fluorescence intensity from the 12p2P3/2 level. Since the angular distribution of
the decay signal from the 12p2P3/2level is dependent on the polarization direction
of the probe laser, it contributes differently to the detected intensities /„ and Ix
and therefore adds possible additional systematic error. To minimize this effect,
a concave mirror is mounted behind the cesium cell and facing the PMT to
collecting as much as possible light of the decay signal from 12p2P3/2 level. To
visualize experimentally the effect due to the angular distribution of the intensity
of the decay signal, a ten-run photon counting test at a particular delay time
corresponding to large linear polarization degree is conducted. The result is
shown in Figure 15 which shows a beats pattern superposed on an exponential
decay. The smooth curve is a regression of the data points. The reciprocal of
the recurrence period of the beat pattern is about 1 MHz, which agrees with the
result of the previous measurement by Belin et al. [37]. The integration of the
beat pattern shown in Figure 15 with respect to the gate opening time is the
measured intensity I p the measured Ix will have the same gate opening time
dependence as that of the / Bexcept a phase shift. The difference of the integrated
results from the beats pattern for Ij and I± is the factor that affects the measured
linear polarization degree in this experiment. This normalized difference is less
than 4% because the integration time interval 1.92 fis, happens to be close to 2
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Figure 15
The decay signal from 12p2P3/2 level.
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periods of the recurrence of the beat pattern. A crude estimation of less than
2% of depolarization degree is found by using the model of quantum beats
pattern superposed on an exponential decay.

A more rigorous calculation [38]

shows a depolarization of 1.7% at zero delay. The calculation is based on the
consideration of the conservation of the total alignment, the sum of electronic
alignment and nuclear alignment.

Initially, the total alignment is purely

electronic, as time evolves, the transformation between electronic and nuclear
alignment is taking place. The depolarization due to the angular distribution of
decay intensity seems much smaller a effect than that of due to the finite laser
pulse width (maximum 10%). But they affect the measurement differently. A
complete theory is needed to describe analytically the details of the effect. In
this dissertation research, as described in the last section, no obvious systematic
effect has been found that can directly rescale the measured values of a and b.
Laser pulse width does increase the uncertainties in the measured constants,
especially in the 5d2D3/2 level. Because the finite laser pulse width is not too
much shorter than the inverse of hyperfine frequency components, there is a
more obvious depolarization effect.
Background dark current counts have a negligible depolarization effect and
have been checked frequently during the experiment by either detuning or
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blocking laser beams. Temperature dependence of the polarization has been
checked in a test measurement before the data points listed here are taken. A
oven temperature of 135 °C and above corresponds to a possible slight decrease
in the polarization. The operating temperature in the experiment is 126 °C. A
oven temperature of 110 °C corresponds to poor signal size ( less than 100
photon counts per 5,000 laser shots). The small damping constant found in the
least square fit may originate from radiation trapping. A test of the temperature
dependence of the polarization degree has been performed. The delay time is
fixed at 2.87 ns for the polarization spectrum of 5d2D3/2 level. The temperature
dependence of the absolute value of the linear polarization degree for this
particular delay time is shown in Figure 16.
The dark current counts is checked at least once a day, usually by detuning
the pump or the probe laser 3 cm'1 away from resonance transition at the
operating temperature 126 °C. The dark counting rate measured in this manner
is negligible.
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Figure 16
Temperature dependence of the linear polarization degree.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

Polarization quantum beat spectroscopy, like other fundamental ways to
overcome the natural linewidth, observes the radiation from naturally decaying
states directly or indirectly, a certain time interval after they are populated. The
atomic system evolves with time freely in this certain time delay period, not
effect by any external influence. This

modified time-biased coherent

spectroscopy method reveals the nature of the excited state with high precision
through a quantum interference effect. In this experiment, the method described
above avoids the wavelength difficulty in both excitation and detection other
methods (such as two-photon spectroscopy) encounter. Also, the equipment
required is inexpensive.
The magnetic dipole coupling constant a of 5d2D5/2 level agrees within 2 error
bars with that measured by Lam [11] using double cascade fluorescence
spectroscopy method. Other 3 constants, a and b in 5d2D3/2 level and b in
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5d2D5/2 level have not been measured before to our knowledge. The relative
precision of magnetic dipole coupling constants a of both levels is less than 1
part in a 1000. The electric quadrupole coupling constant b of both levels are
determined in a lower precision due to very small nuclear quadrupole moment.
A theoretical model is in demand to describe the effect due to angular
distribution of the emitted light of 12p2P3/2 level. This will modify the
polarization spectra of the excited levels and the fitting function in data analysis.
The use of a more powerful laser will allow a measurable size of signal by
probing from 5d2D3/2 level to 12p2P1/2 level where the alignment parameter is
zero, the fluorescence from 12p2P1/2 is isotropic. Then the measurement can
serve as a calibration to the effect due to the

decay intensity's angular

distribution. An improved shorter pulsed pump laser can also insure much
clear pump and probe times and a better defined delay time. Therefore, the
uncertainties of the measured hyperfine coupling constants can be further
reduced with better lasers without costing much more money.
The method used in this dissertation can only determine the relative sign of
hyperfine constants a with respect to b by the least square fitting. The overall
sign of the coupling constants can only be determined experimentally by
applying a decoupling magnetic field. The decoupling experiment is described
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in detail by Lam [11].
Table 12 lists the comparison of the experimental results with calculated
values of hyperfine coupling constants a and b from the definition given in
equation (2-16) and (2-17). A large discrepancy (about a factor of 2) exist
between the calculated and experimental results. This indicates the need for
improved theory [9]. A comparison between computed and measured hyperfine
constants therefore provides a stringent test of any theoretical model.
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Table 12
Comparison of experimental results with calculated values.
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5d2D3/2 level:

5d2D5/2 level:

Experimental values

Calculated values

(MHz)

(MHz)

a = 48.80 (3)

16 [32], 21.2

b =0.12 (30)

0.05

a = -21.22(1)

-9.0

b =0.16(15)

0.07
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APPENDIX A

Transformation Formulae for Alignment and Orientation from Detector
frame to Collision Frame

Cylindrical Symmetry
<A0del> = (A0)co‘ P2(cos0)
(A2+)det = (1/2) (A0)co1 sin20cos2%
<O0det) = (O0)co1 cos0

Plane of Symmetry
(A0)dct = A0>co1 P2(cos0) +<A1+)co1 (3/2)sin20cos(J) + (A2+)co1 (3/2)sin20cos2(j)
(A2+)det = (A0)“ ‘ (l/2)sin20cos2% + (A^)00' (sin0sincj)sin2% - sin0cos0coscj>cos2x)
+(A2+)“ ' [(1/2)(1 + cos20) cos2(j)cos2x - cos0sin2cj>sin2x]
O0det =(A1.)co1 sin0sincj)
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APPENDIX B

Computer Programs

1. Data Acquisition
' THIS PROGRAM HAS 40 BINS IN PHOTON DISTRIBUTION.
5 CLS
10 DIM N(80), NN(80), Q(80)
12 OPEN "COM2:9600,N,8,2,CS,DS,CD" FOR RANDOM AS #1
14 PRINT#1,"
11
16 PRINT #1, "MR;I6;W0;MS;T1"
COLOR 15 ,1 ,1
20 INPUT" NUMBER OF SHOTS PER POLARIZATION:", P%
30 IF P% < 1 OR P% > 50 THEN BEEP: PRINT "1 TO 50": GOTO 20
40 INPUT "NUMBER OF POLARIZATION SWITCHES:", Q%
42 IF Q% < 1 THEN BEEP: GOTO 40
52 INPUT "HIT 'ENTER' TO START", ENTER
53 SCREEN 0
54 FOR I = 1 TO 40
56 N(I) = 0
NN(I) = 0
60 NEXT I
62 M = 0: N = 0: EM = 0: EN = 0: EO = 0: SF = 0
64 FOR J = 1 TO Q%
66 A = (-1) AJ
68 FOR I = 1 TO P%
80 KEY 25, CHR$(0) + CHR$(28)
82 ON KEY(25) GOSUB 315
84 KEY(25) ON
86 IF A = 1 THEN 88 ELSE 112
88 P = 1
PRINT #1, "S8=6"
98 PRINT #1,"?4;?5"
100 PRINT #1,
110 INPUT #1,V V , V
VV = ((VV * 1000) - 160)
' PRINT #1,"S8=0"
IF VV < = 2 THEN VV = 0
IF VV > 10 THEN SF = SF + 1 :1 = I -1: V = 0
V = (V + .006) * 340
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D =V
FOR II = 1 TO 40
IF D > 60 + (II -1 ) * 50 AND D < 60 + II * 50 THEN NN(II) = NN(II) + 1
NEXT II
GOTO 200
112 PRINT #1,"S8=0"
P=0
PRINT #1, "?4;?5"
PRINT #1,
INPUT #1, VV, V
VV = ((VV * 1000) - 160)
IF VV <= 2 THEN VV = 0
IF I = P% THEN PRINT #1, "S8=6" ELSE 114
114 V = (V + .006) * 340
120 D = V
FOR II = 1 TO 40
IF D > 60 + (II -1 ) * 50 AND D < 60 + II * 50 THEN N(II) = N(II) + 1
NEXT II
200 IF A <> 1 THEN 250
242 IF V > 60 THEN M = M + 1 ELSE 268
246 GOTO 265
250 IF V > 6 0 THENN = N + 1 ELSE268
265 X = 1
V =V
266 GOTO 300
268 X = 0
290 V = V
300 IF P = 1 THEN 308 ELSE 305
305 PRINT (J - 1) * P% + I, P ," ", INT(V), VV
GOTO 310
308 PRINT (J -1 ) * P% + 1,
COLOR 10,1
PRINT "HV ON !",
COLOR 15,1
PRINT" ", INT(V), VV
310 NEXT I
312 GOTO 320
315 PRINT #1, "S8=0"
STOREA = A
KEY(25) OFF
INPUT "ABORT RUN ? (y/n):"; ABORTS
IF ABORTS = "y" THEN GOTO 900 ELSE A = STOREA
RETURN
320 IF A = 1 THEN 330 ELSE 396
330 IF M > 0 OR N > 0 THEN O = (N - M) / (M + N) ELSE 0 = 0
332 IF J = Q% THEN 333 ELSE 389
333 PRINT #1, "S8=0"
334 'SCREEN 0
336 SCREEN 12
338 LINE (80, 210)-(500,430), 2, B
339 LINE (0, 90)-(600,120), 3, B
340 A = N (l) + NN(1)
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342 FOR Z = 1 TO 40
343 y = Z + 1
344
346
354
356
358
360
362
365
370
389

IF A > N(y) + NN(y) THEN 346 ELSE A = N(y) + NN(y)
NEXT Z
FOR Z = 1 TO 40
IF A = 0 THEN A = 1 ELSE 358
y = 430 - ((N(Z) + NN(Z)) / A) * 200
X = 90 + (Z -1 ) * 10
X2 = X + 10
LINE (X, y)-(X 2,430), 4, B
NEXT Z
PRINT

PRINT"
391 PRINT"
392 PRINT USING
PRINT
396 NEXT J

"Polarization:"
N ,"

M ,"
O * 100

XN = 2 * N / (Q% * P%): XM = 2 * M / (Q% * P%)
EN = INT((50.28 * XN A3 + 29.61 * XN A2 + 42.47 * XN - .006) * (N + M) /1 0 0 + .5)
EM = INT((50.28 * XM A 3 + 29.61 * XM A2 + 42.47 * XM - .006) * (M + N) /1 0 0 + .5)
490 IF N > 0 OR M > 0 THEN O = ((N + EN) - (M + EM)) / (N + EN + M + EM) ELSE 0 = 0
PRINT
PRINT
520 PRINT "
"N (II) ="; N + EN;
INT((N + EN) A (1 / 2) + .5); ")";"
"N(LL) ="; M + EM; "(";
INT((M + EM) A(1 / 2) + .5);")",
522 PRINT "P(C)=";
524 PRINT USING "##.#"; O * 100;
526 PRINT" (";
528 IF M = 0 AND N = 0 THEN EO = 0: GOTO 531: ELSE 530
530 EO = (1 + ((M + EM - N - EN) / (M + EM + N + EN)) A2) A(1 / 2) * ((M + EM) + (N + E N ))A(1 / 2) / (M
+ EM + N + EN) * 100
531 PRINT USING "##.#"; EO;
532 PRINT")"
533 PRINT
535 PRINT
540 PRINT "
";" PHOTON DISTRIBUTION:"
605 FOR PP = 1 TO 15
610 PRINT
615 NEXT PP
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT ”
"; "NUMBER OF SWITCH FAILURE="; SF
680 PRINT: BEEP
800 KEY(25) OFF
INPUT ” DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE SAVED FILE? 's' TO SEE:", S$
IF S$ = "s" THEN GOTO 880 ELSE 900
880 OPEN "C:\QB45\HYP6.BAS" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
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DIM T(40)
FOR I = 1 TO 40
T (0 = T(I) + N(I)
PRINT # 2 ,1, T(I)
NEXT I
GOTO 900
'880 INPUT "DELAY TIME?", DT$
INPUT "NO. OF RUN?", NR$
890 OPEN "C:\DT$.NR$" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #2,"
1"
PRINT #2,"
4"
PRINT #2,"
40"
PRINT #2,"
Y"
PRINT #2,"
TIME (X 50 ns)"
PRINT #2,"
CS QUADR.EXPERIMENT"
PRINT #2,"
D(5/2)-P(3/2)"
FOR I = 1 TO 40
PRINT # 2 ,1, N(I)
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO 40
PRINT # 2 ,1, NN(I)
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO 40
PRINT # 2 ,1, NN(I) + N(I)
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO 40
PRINT # 2 ,1, P(I)
NEXT I
CLOSE #2
'CLOSE FILE #2,
900 INPUT "Enter 'c' to change parameters 'q' to quit:", cq$
IF cq$ = "c" THEN GOTO 20
IF cq$ <> "q" THEN PRINT: GOTO 52
999 END
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2. Least Square Fitting
' THIS PROGRAM DOES LEAST SQUARE FITTING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
’ OF 5D(5/2) LEVEL OF ATOMIC CESIUM.
OPEN "RES.BAS" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
DIM W#(6, 6), C #(6,6), D # (6 ,6), X#(18), XX#(18), Y#(8), YY#(8), Z#(18)
DIM P#(6), W W #(6,6), GG#(6, 6), ZZ#(18), T#(80), PE#(80), PC#(80), KAI(80)
DIM SIG#(80), PCD#(80), SIGP#(80)
PI# = 3.14159265358979#
S# = 1: P# = 1: T # = 1: H(2) = - 7 / 8
J = 2.5#: II = 3.5#: K = 2#
FOR F = 1 TO 6
FOR FF = 1 TO 6
S# = 1: P# = 1
IF ABS(F - FF) > 2 THEN C#(F, FF) = 0 ELSE 6
GOTO 200
6 Q = J + F- II
G O SU B 10
Q = J + II - F
GOSUB 10
Q = F + II - J
GOSUB 10
Q = J + FF - II
GOSUB 10
Q = J + II - FF
GOSUB 10
Q = FF + II - J
GOSUB 10
Q= 2 *J- K
G O SU B 10
Q= K
GOSUB 10
Q=K
G O SU B 10
Q = F + FF - K
G O SU B 10
Q = F + K - FF
GOSUB 10
Q = FF + K - F
G O SU B 10
Q = F + J + II + 1
GOSUB 20
Q = FF + J + II + 1
GOSUB 20
Q = 2*J + K+1
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GOSUB 20
Q = F + FF + K + 1
GOSUB 20
C#(F, FF) = (S# / P#)
200 NEXT FF
NEXT F
FOR X = 8 TO 13
READ F, FF
DATA 1,2,1,3,2,4,3,5,4,6,5,6
X#(X) = 1: XX#(X) = 1
250 Q = X + 1
GOSUB 30
Q = X - J - F- I1
GOSUB 40
Q = X - J- FF- I I
GOSUB 40
Q= X- 2*J-K
GOSUB 40
Q = X - F - FF - K
GOSUB 40
Q = F+FF + 2 * J - X
GOSUB 40
Q = J + FF + II + K -X
GOSUB 40
Q = F + J + II + K -X
GOSUB 40

D#(F, FF) = X#(X) / XX#(X)
D#(FF, F) = D#(F, FF)
NEXT X
GOTO 300
10 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 12
FOR I = 1 TO Q
S# = S# * I
NEXT I
12 RETURN
20 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 22
FOR I = 1 TO Q
P# = P# * I
NEXT I
22 RETURN
30 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 32
FOR I = 1 TO Q
X#(X) = X#(X) * I
NEXT I
32 RETURN
40 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 42
FOR I = 1 TO Q
XX#(X) = XX#(X) * I
NEXT I
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42 RETURN
50 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 52
Y#(L) = 1
FOR I = 1 TO Q
Y#(L) = Y#(L) * I
NEXT I
52 RETURN
60 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 62
FOR I = 1 TO Q
YY#(L) = YY#(L) * I
NEXT I
62 RETURN
8 0 I F Q = 0THEN GOTO 82
FOR I = 1 TO Q
Z#(M) = Z#(M) * I
NEXT I
82 RETURN
90 IF Q = 0 THEN GOTO 92
FOR I = 1 TO Q
ZZ#(M) = ZZ#(M) * I
NEXT I
92 RETURN
300 FOR L = 1 TO 6
Y#(L) = 1: YY#(L) = 1
READ F, FF, X
DATA 2,3,9,2,3,10,3,4,10,3,4,11,4,5,11,4,5,12
Q=X+1
GOSUB 50
Q = X-J-F-II
GOSUB 60
Q = X - J-FF-II
GOSUB 60
Q = X - 2 * J-K
GOSUB 60
Q = X - F-FF-K
GOSUB 60
Q = F + 2* J + FF-X
GOSUB 60
Q = J + FF + II + K -X
GOSUB 60
Q = F + J + II + K - X
GOSUB 60
NEXT L
D#(2, 3) = -Y #(l) / YY#(1) + Y#(2) / YY#(2)
D#(3, 4) = Y#(3) / YY#(3) - Y#(4) / YY#(4)
D#(4, 5) = -Y#(5) / YY#(5) + Y#(6) / YY#(6)
D#(3, 2) = D#(2, 3)
D#(4, 3) = D#(3, 4)
D#(5, 4) = D#(4, 5)
FOR M = 1 TO 12
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READ F, FF, X
Z#(M) = 1: ZZ#(M) = 1
DATA 1,1,7,2,2,8,2,2,9,3,3,9,3,3,10,3,3,11,4,4,10,4,4,11,4,4,12,5,5,12,5,5,13,6,6,14
Q=X+1
GOSUB 80
Q = X - J - F- I I
GOSUB 90
Q = X - J-FF-II
GOSUB 90
Q= X- 2*J-K
GOSUB 90
Q = X - F-FF-K
GOSUB 90
Q = F + 2*J + FF-X
GOSUB 90
Q = J +FF + II + K -X
GOSUB 90
Q = F + J + II + K -X
GOSUB 90
NEXT M
D #(l, 1) = Z#(1)/ZZ #(1)
D#(2, 2) = Z#(2) / ZZ#(2) - Z#(3) / ZZ#(3)
D # (3 ,3) = Z#(4) / ZZ#(4) - Z#(5) / ZZ#(5) + Z#(6) / ZZ#(6)
D # (4 ,4) = Z#(7) / ZZ#(7) - Z#(8) / ZZ#(8) + Z#(9) / ZZ#(9)
D # (5 ,5) = Z#(10) / ZZ#(10) - Z #(U ) / ZZ#(11)
D#(6, 6) = Z#(12) / ZZ#(12)
FOR F = 1 TO 6
FOR FF = 1 TO 6
W#(F, FF) = C#(F, FF) A(1 / 2) * D#(F, FF)
NEXT FF
NEXT F
'PRINT #1," THE FOLLOWING ARE W(J F J F';I K) FOR D(5/2) IN CS:"
'PRINT#!,
FOR F = 1 TO 6
FOR FF = 1 TO 6
'PRINT #1, USING "#.######"; W#(F, FF);
'PRINT #1,"
NEXT FF
'PRINT #1,
NEXT F
'PRINT #1,
'PRINT #1,
FOR F = 1 TO 6
FOR FF = 1 TO 6
G2# = G2# + (2 * F + 1) * (2 * FF+ 1) * W#(F, FF) A2 / ( 2 * II + 1)
NEXT FF
NEXT F
'PRINT
'PRINT #1," TO CHECK, LETT=0 IN EXPRESSION OF G2(T):''
'PRINT
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'PRINT #1, "G2(T=0)=";
'PRINT #1, USING "#.###############"; G2#
GOSUB 5000
A = -21.221#
'FOR A = 21.18# TO 21.28# STEP .0025
'FOR B = -.3# TO .63# STEP .025#
B = .163#
KAI = 0
SIG = 0
BAD = 0
ASD = 0
FOR F = 1 TO 6
K = F * (F + 1) - II * (II + 1) - J * (J + 1)
P#(F) = (1 / 2) * A * K + B * (3 / 2 * K * (K + 1) - 2 * II * (II + 1) * J * (J + 1)) / (2 * II * (2 * II -1 ) * 2 * J *
(2 * J - 1))
NEXT F
FOR F = 1 TO 6
FOR FF = 1 TO 6
IF ABS(F - FF) > 2 THEN 900 ELSE 800
800 WW#(F, FF) = ABS(P#(F) - P#(FF))
GOTO 1000
900 WW#(F, FF) = 0
1000 WW#(FF, F) = WW#(F, FF)
NEXT FF
NEXT F
'FOR F = 1 TO 6
'FOR FF = 1 TO 6
'PRINT #1, USING "###.####### "; WW#(F, FF);
'PRINT"
'NEXT FF
'PRINT #1,
'NEXT F
'PRINT #1,
'PRINT #1,
FOR P = 1 TO 74
T#(P)=T#(P)* 1.000274
G2# = 0
G2D# = 0
FOR F = 1 TO 6
FOR FF = 1 TO 6
TT = .82 * .001
IF WW#(F, FF) = 0 THEN FACTOR = 1 ELSE 600
GOTO 700
600 FACTOR = -2 * (COS(2 * PI# * WW#(F, FF) * TT) -1 ) / (2 * PI# * WW#(F, FF) * TT) A2
' FACTOR = 1
DER = -.05
700 G2# = G2# + ((2 * F + 1) * (2 * FF + 1) * W#(F, FF) A2 / (2 * II + 1)) * COS(2 * PI# * WW#(F, FF) *
(DER + T#(P)) * .001) * FACTOR
G2D# = G2D# - 2 * PI# * WW#(F, FF) * ((2 * F + 1) * (2 * FF + 1) * W#(F, FF) A2 / ( 2 * II + 1)) * SIN(2
* PI# * WW#(F, FF) * (DER + T#(P)) * .001)
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NEXT FF
NEXT F
LAM = .0001
DE = EXP(-LAM)
PC#(P) = 3 * G2# * DE / (5 - G2# * DE) * 100
PCD#(P) = 15 * G2D# / (5 - G2#) A2
SIGT# = .025
SIGP#(P) = ABS(PCD#(P) * SIGT# * .1)
KAI(P) = (PC#(P) - PE#(P)) A2 /( 7 1 * (SIG#(P) A2))
KAI = KAI + KAI(P)
SD = (PC#(P) - PE#(P)) A2 / SIG#(P) A2
ASD = ASD + SD
'PRINT T#(P), SD
'PRINT #1,T#(P), SD
5500 NEXT P
PRINT LAM, KAI
'PRINT "ERR="; SQR(ASD) / 73
'PRINT #1,B , KAI
'PRINT B, KAI
'NEXT B
'NEXT A
PRINT
GOTO 8000
5000 FOR P = 1 TO 74
READ T#(P), PE#(P), SIG#(P)
DATA 0.85,55.8,2.9,2.75,-2.1,2.9,4.91,-4.2,1.8,6.44,15.3,2.7
DATA 8.02,32.8,2.7, 9.34,25.1,2.6,11.24, 8.0,2.4,12.54,3.2,2.1
DATA 15.18,10.1,3.2,16.44,19.3,2.6,17.52,14.9,2.4,19.01,15.2,2.4
DATA 20.39,25.6,2.9,21.94,16.1,2.5,23.97, 6.9,2.3,25.92,25.9,2.5
DATA 27.92,12.2,2.5,30.59,20.7,2.6,33.65, 3.4,2.2
DATA 35.66,10.6,2.3,37.62,29.1,2.8,39.56,26.7,2.5,42.33,-7.6,2.1
DATA 44.30,-7.3,2.1,44.78, 3.4,2.3,45.80,42.3,3.3,47.09,64.3,3.1
DATA 47.28,65.9,3.3,48.10,56.9,3.3,49.51, 7.5,2.4,51.51,-7.7,2.1
DATA 53.48, 9.2,3.3,55.53,32.2,2.7,57.40,18.6,2.1,58.60,10.8,2.1
DATA 60.59, 3.7,2.9,62.60,16.9,2.3,64.58,19.1,2.5,66.61,18.9,2.3
DATA 69.88, 6.1,2.0,72.21,19.4,2.4,75.01,14.1,2.4,77.99,18.1,2.7
DATA 81.15,3.0,2.2,84.03,18.0,2.1,86.79,28.7,2.8,88.72,1.7,2.5
DATA 90.58,-7.8,2.1,92.10,11.3,2.0,92.84,41.3,3.0,93.20,47.7,2.5
DATA 94.35,65.9,2.7,94.76,65.3,2.6,95.42,40.4,3.3,100.44,11.2,2.4
DATA 104.53,20.0,2.1,107.13,-0.05,2.1,111.11,18.2,2.1,112.81,13.7,2.1
DATA 115.27,26.9,2.3,120.66,27.6,2.1,122.60,12.8,1.7,124.36,18.7,2.1
DATA 127.89,3.3,1.6,128.90,2.7,1.7,131.94,32.7,1.8,158.37,19.3,1.9
DATA 159.44,16.9,1.7,161.83,25.4,1.7,163.37,15.7,1.5,167.43,29.6,1.7
DATA 169.94,11.4,1.7,176.11,1.4,1.5,177.40,10.6,1.5
DATA
NEXT P
RETURN
8000 END
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